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rosie andrews –
passion, persistence
and perseverance – 
She has what it takes
to bring home medals
for Britain
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rosie andrews - dedicated to achieving her goals
Rosie is an exceptional young woman. At only 18 she has
dedicated herself  to becoming an elite athlete and to excelling
at her chosen sport – Para-Equestrian dressage.  

Any athlete has to make sacrifices to achieve their goals, but for
para-athletes the challenges are so much greater.  Equestrian
sports are particularly testing  - not only has the rider to achieve
peak proficiency but their horses need to be trained to accept
their rider’s disability and to give their best under stressful
condition.

Although only 18, Rosie is ready and willing to put in the hard
work and training to bring back medals for Britain.

who is rosie andrews?
Rosie is a bright bubbly 18 year old from Surrey who has ridden
since  before she could walk. Her parents run a livery yard  and
stud farm and her mother is a rider, dressage judge and trainer.  

Rosie is working hard to reach the top of her sport and has the
dedication, talent and tenacity of an elite athlete.  She looks
after her own horses, helps out in the family business and rides
other people’s horses.  Whilst working hard every day with the
horses, she has demonstrated excellent time management skills
in excelling in her college work and is now on a gap year before
her placing to read Business with Law at Sussex University.

Rosie was born with a paralysed right arm as a result of
complications at birth.  Despite surgery at 7 months old and years
of physiotherapy, she still has only has limited use in her arm.  When
she was 12, Type 1 diabetes was diagnosed and she now wears a
permanent insulin pump which helps to manage her condition; but
she doesn’t dwell on her difficulties – she has a positive outlook on
life and just carries on working towards her goals. 

what is para-equestrian dressage?
Britain excels at Para-Equestrian dressage – with the highest
medal achievements of any country in the world. We are
currently unbeaten and hold the World, European and
Paralympic titles. It is a competitive, expensive sport – not for the
faint-hearted.  Horses are specially chosen for their trainability as
well as ability to perform the required movements and
subsequently they are expensive to buy and to keep. 

Training both horse and rider is a continuous process, moving

the horse up the levels involves learning new and more
complicated movements.  Although Rosie is classified as a Grade
IV rider, the standard  at which she is to ride, is one that the vast
majority of able-bodied dressage riders will never achieve.

We need talented riders to continue Britain’s success and you
could play a role in supporting your country by involving yourself
in Rosie’s development.

already tasting success
To gain a place on the British team, Rosie needs to gain more
experience and have the right horses for the job. She has made a
great start by being picked for a place on the Start Squad of the
World Performance programme.  This recognises athletes who
have the potential to win medals.

Selection enables Rosie  to further her training, including access
to a sports psychologist, performance coach, nutrionists and a
variety of other specialists.  Since joining the World Class
programme, Rosie has been nominated to ride in a number of
international competitions, including Millfield, and Hartpury
Internationals.  She was also fortunate to be selected to ride in
Belgium at an international para-competition.  This was Rosie’s
first taste of international dressage abroad,  and she loved being
part of the British team.  It was invaluable experience for her and
Tango V (they won the junior class on the first day and   Rosie
was  rode against the seniors in the freestyle – (a competition
where you chose your own routine and music) – and was 4th
and astonishing result for her first time abroad and especially
against senior riders.

Experience competing is vital for rider and horse – and despite
the financial headache of funding this, is determined not to be
held back.  If there is a way to do it, Rosie will find it.

devoted to horses
Rosie can’t remember the first time she sat on a horse!    She
started on a series of naughty Shetland ponies and came up
through the ranks of Pony Club and then on the BYRDS scheme
(British Young Riders).

Rosie works hard at her own development and the training of
her horses.  She is a patient and sympathetic rider who achieves
the best out of her equine partners.  She knows that training
takes time, as horses needs to develop the right muscles to
accomplish the movements. There are no quick fixes with horses
if you want to be successful.
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finding the right partners for rosie
The Andrews are an ordinary family, not a wealthy one, so
finding the right horses for Rosie to ride is a challenge.   Rosie’s
natural talent and through her  Mother’s connections , generous
owners have given Rosie the opportunity to expand her skills by
lending their horses.   To be in team contention,  however, riders
need a selection of horses – like humans, they can have
accidents or be injured.

why her??
Rosie is a team player who could make a huge contribution to
Para-Equestrian Dressage in the future and help Britain maintain
its leading position in the medals table.

She is:

• A Team Player
• Focussed
• Intelligent
• Talented
• Organised
• Dedicated                      
• Disciplined
• Outgoing                     
• Charming
• Articulate                      
• Deserving

Above all a great ambassador for any business.

She has had the drive to achieve success with solely the support
of her family-  just imagine what she could do with appropriate
funding?

already making her mark
“Rosie is the kind of dedicated and natural talent that Britain
needs if we are to hold onto our premiere position in para-
dressage." 

Michel Assouline - French National Dressage Champion, leading trainer,

selector and World Class performance coach

"Rosie is a talented and dedicated rider, and I believe she has a
great future ahead of her."

Lee Pearson - CBE, and the winner of 3 gold medals at each of the last three

Paralympic Games

“Rosie is a modest but confident young lady who knows how to
present herself and to represent others.  She would make a great
ambassador for any business."

Mandy Brown - CEO, Excellence in Leadership

“Rosie Andrews was a credit to herself, her support staff and her
fellow GB squad riders when she competed in her first
International Para Equestrian Dressage competition in Belgium in
April 2010. She showed raw talent, professionalism and maturity
and importantly jelled with the rest of the team, kept her
humour and her cool”.

David Hunter - Performance Manager for Paralympics – British Equestrian

Federation

“I am excited by the dedication that Rosie shows at such a young
age and how her family and the team at Windacres Farm get
behind her to help her succeed.  She is an extraordinary young
woman who truly deserves to be helped to achieve her goals.”

Julie Rodilosso - CEO, Adding1

“Rosie is an outstanding young rider, showing a real talent and
natural feel for the way of going - I am happy to endorse her
ambitions and wish her every success for the future."

Stephen Clarke - Britain’s leading international judge, officiating at many
Olympic, World and European Games as well as being Judges Director for British
Dressage.
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how can you help?

Additional funding is essential for any top competitor and
equestrian sports are particularly expensive. The quality of
horses competing in international Para-dressage competitions is
exceptionally high and Britain needs both talented riders but
also accomplished horses, if we are to stay at the top of the
sport.

The Andrews family – mother Sally, father Steve and her two
brothers, Charlie and Danny – have made a lot of sacrifices to
ensure that Rosie can get the training and experience
competing she needs. However, they believe that it is worth it
to nurture a talented athlete who could make Britain proud.

By funding Rosie’s career as a Para-Equestrian, you will be
helping to nurture a talent that will help to keep Britain at the
top of one of the few sports where it can claim huge success.
Rosie would be an exemplary ambassador for your brand and
only too happy to work with you to leverage the impact of your
support.

finally, let’s hear from rosie herself...

Thank you so much for reading this brochure about me.  I am
very serious in my ambition to represent my country at national
and international level.

I am so grateful for what my family have given me and what
my horses have taught me over the years.  Everything I’ve
achieved has been a result of their support and that of my
friends and owners.

I know that it is not going to be easy to achieve my ultimate
goal of winning an Olympic medal for Britain but it won’t be for
want of trying.

If you can support me financially, or put me in touch with
someone who can, that would be great.  If not, just please just
wish me and my horses, good luck!

Thanks for your interest

Rosie

Our grateful thanks to Mandy Brown 
of Excellence in Leadership, www.excellenceinleadership.co.uk
for her support and belief in Rosie.  Allowing Rosie to have her
wonderful horse Lucaro, and for her financial contribution
towards training, and competiton expenses. 

To the amazing support of Julie Rodilosso
Chief Executive Officer of Adding 1 Limited, La Chasse
Chambers, La Chasse, St Helier, Jersey, Channel Islands JE2 4UE,
www.adding1.com who has designed and produced this
brochure as part of her sponsorship of Rosie.

To Cool Equestrian 
for providing competition clothing for Rosie
www.coolequestrian.com
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